Bexar County Historical Commission
Bexar County Courthouse
100 Dolorosa #311
San Antonio, Texas 78205

AGENDUM

2:00 P.M., Wednesday, August 1st, 2018
Double-Height Courtroom

1.) Welcome and Preemnptive Assignments;
   Dr. Paul Ringenbach (Vice-Chair and Budget Officer),
   Dr. Amy Porter (Secretary),
   Parking Validation, staff

2.) Grants Disposition and Preliminary Reports, Dr. Paul Ringenbach

3.) Standing Committees; Leadership and Reports
   Historical Markers, Dr. Almaraz
   History Appreciation; Dr. Galan
   Oral History,
   Cemetery; Dr. Scott Baird
   Archives; Dr. Sharon Skrobarcek
   Historic Structures/Places

4.) Final Comments from Members, Associates, Visitors (time limit 2 minutes per speaker)

5.) Adjournment

BEXAR COUNTY JUSTICE CENTER TOWER
ACCESSIBILITY STATEMENT

This meeting site is accessible to disabled persons as follows: An accessible entrance to the Paul Elizondo Tower is through its main entry doors that face Nueva Street. The Tower is located at the intersection of W. Nueva and S. Flores Streets. The legal address is 101 W. Nueva, and the Tower can also be accessed by entering on Dolorosa Street through the accessible entrance at that location in the Cadena-Reeves Justice Center. The two buildings are attached by an accessible bridge. The meeting rooms in the Tower can be reached through one of the three public elevators located in the first floor lobby of the Tower.